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right now, you are reading something 
we have been thinking about for a long 
time – a magazine that describes the dev- 
elopment of life science in Uppsala in an  
easy-to-digest way, with statistics, pers- 
pectives and inspiration. 

Getting here required related complementary activities: a camp- 
fire like Uppsala LIFE where the story can come to life; a data-
base that can also illustrate data with meaningful statistics; an 
increased focus on analysis; new and renewed relationships 
with those who want to get involved in system transformation; 
and connections to other knowledge-focused cities and eco-
systems outside Uppsala. 

Clusters have come a long way over the past decade, evolving 
from systems for refinement and economic growth within a par- 
ticular field or geographical area, into larger systems that go  
beyond the old limitations. Using their strengths to meet societal 
challenges and achieve sustainable growth. 

At STUNS, we collaborate every day with our founders and friends  
within the innovation sphere to drive vital issues, create relation- 
ships within and outside the ecosystem and initiate collaborative 
plattforms. Thank you for your trust and your commitment to 
sustainable growth.

Uppsala – a world class 
ecosystem

log in and become  
a stuns member
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https://stuns-life-science.web.app/login
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the story of uppsala contains much more than three large 
viking graves, Gösta Knutsson’s cats and “the university”. If we dig  
a little deeper, we find details that reveal how Uppsala became 
the city it is now, and how the spread of knowledge shaped 
today’s myriad opportunities for success in life science.

The church laid the foundation for what would become Uppsala  
University in 1477 – the Nordic region’s first university. Interest 
waned during the Reformation but was revitalised early in the  
17th century when King Gustaf II Adolf needed loyal priests and  
officials for his European wars.

The Reformation led to the emergence of a new academic way 
of thinking, focusing on observation and experimentation. New  
prominent figures emerged – not least in disciplines such as  
botany, anatomy and medicine.

Uppsala gained prominence in Europe, and many of its pro-
fessors were offered positions at other European universities. 
They returned from their studies abroad with new experience 
and authority in their fields.

Uppsala’s strength in medicine also led to the establishment of  
Uppsala University Hospital, which was inaugurated at its current  
site in 1867 and quickly became considered Northern Europe’s 
most modern hospital.

During the 20th century, science expanded into the realm of 
atoms and molecules. As a result, several prominent scientists 
made great leaps in understanding and were awarded the 
Nobel Prize.

Manufacturing industry was developing rapidly at the same time;  
in the early part of the century, Uppsala was a leading producer  
of mustard, bicycles and shoes. However, a shift took place in the  
post-war period and a strong diagnostics and pharmaceuticals  
industry emerged.

Throughout history, Uppsala has been associated with science,  
medicine and manufacturing – a combination that has made 
us a powerful force in life science. We see a continuous cycle of 
ideas from our universities being commercialised, and small  
companies growing into large ones. Uppsala is truly a place 
where tradition and new thinking come together.

Uppsala life science – our legacy
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Uppsala in numbers

50 000 of 236 000
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Through collaboration, we can reach new heights.  
We have long invested in clusters, science parks and  
other network organisations, which can be geograph- 
ically or thematically defined. A wide variety of man- 
agement forms and financing models are in play, and  
many actors and meta-organisations operate in 
every innovation sphere. 

If yesterday’s objective was to take advantage of the  
strengths in a sector, today’s should be to clarify what  
we need to achieve. With this mindset, the actors 
are not predetermined, and the goals are flexible. 
For example, yesterday we wanted to invest in life  
science; today, we want to achieve a healthier society.  
Yesterday we focused on vehicles, while today, we 
want to increase mobility. This shift in perspective 
enables a broader range of actors to collaborate on 
different aspects of development.  

“Mission-driven innovation” is a term we often hear, 
inspired by the mission proposed by Kennedy in the 

1960s to put a man on the moon within a limited 
time. Today’s missions include finding sustainable 
energy supplies and solving the challenges of the 
pandemic. To succeed, we need to mobilise and 
engage beyond the traditional limitations of geog-
raphy and established industry divisions. This means 
overcoming outdated ideas and finding new ways 
to create economic growth. 

We need to go from reg- 
ional to global. From lim- 
ited to inclusive. From 
support for individual  
actors to system 
transformation. From 
short-term goals to 
sustainable approaches. 
From industry aims to 
societal benefits. And 
from collaboration to 
co-creation. 

Trust- and outcome-based  
ecosystems for the digital  
and green transitions 

click or scan 
to read the 
report:

https://lifescience.stuns.se/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Clusters-of-Sweden-HR.pdf
https://lifescience.stuns.se/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Clusters-of-Sweden-HR.pdf
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Countless reports and surveys show that diverse teams con- 
tribute to successful business and social sustainability. Companies 
with greater equality among board members and management 
teams tend to be more profitable. Likewise, it is shown that 
companies with diverse teams often perform better. 

Counteracting gender inequality, bias and discrimination enables  
leaders to create inclusive work environments. As a result, com- 
panies become more attractive to potential employees. Further 
benefits include higher innovation capacity, improved workforce  
efficiency, a more democratic organisation and increased social 
capital. All of which has been shown to have a positive effect on 
efficiency, profitability and the societal resilience.

The private sector is a vital catalyst in driving an economic, envi- 
ronmental and socially sustainable transition in society. Due to 
this, we are presenting statistics regarding equality in manage- 
ment teams, and the distribution of venture capital from the  
private life science sector in Uppsala. The statistics show 
relatively even distribution between women and men, which 
decreases at the level of upper management teams. 

The 2021 gender distribution for 
students in life science programs 
at Uppsala University and SLU re- 
flects the general trend in Swedish  
higher education, i.e., the propor- 
tion of women is higher. This  
means hiring for more diverse 
upper management teams is  
possible – if companies acknowl- 
edge the potential.

Collaboration between the inno- 
vation support system, academia 
and industry gives us excellent op- 
portunities for closing the gender 
gap and creating a more inclusive  
life science community in Uppsala.  

Equality – a prerequisite for 
a sustainable development

dajana ilic susak 
stuns life science

click or scan 
to read the 
report:

https://lifescience.stuns.se/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Rapport_Jamstalldhet_for_tillvaxt_LR.pdf
https://lifescience.stuns.se/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Rapport_Jamstalldhet_for_tillvaxt_LR.pdf
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In its 2022 sustainability report, STUNS  
set out to take the pulse of life science in  
Uppsala, focusing on the sector’s achieve- 
ments and ambitions for the future. 

Life science is closely connected with 
health and wellbeing, so it’s not surprising 
that UN Sustainable Development Goal 
number 3 has been a significant focus 
for the business community. It’s a goal 
that speaks to the heart of the sector, 
and there is a common understanding 
that sustainable development will play 
an essential role in enabling a healthier 
future for everyone.

Collaboration is one of the keys to a sustainable  
future for life science. To facilitate progress, STUNS 
Life Science has established a network to promote  
collaborative learning. Our aim is to provide a forum  
for small and medium-sized enterprises in the 
region to meet, learn and be inspired together. 

Activities to date include a series of inspirational 
meetings and workshops to promote co-creation 
and learning. These meetings have focused on the 
different dimensions of sustainability – economic, 
social andenvironmental – and have included 
discussions on a wide range of topics, such as skills 
supply, leadership, sustainability reporting, EU 
taxonomy, the significance of the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals, and the role of plastics. 

There will be further meetings and we aim to expand 
the scope. A special thanks to all the sustainability 
inspirers who attended.

Sustainable development can be promot- 
ed in many ways, but it’s clear that action 
is vital to achieving results and overcom- 
ing obstacles. Other success factors 
include collaboration, involvement, 
communication, measurability, and 
owning the goals. Collaborating on 
sustainability is critical, as no one can 
navigate our complex ecosystem alone.

Today’s achievements,  
tomorrow’s visions

STUNS sustainability network 

click or scan 
to read the 
report:

fanny blom 
stuns life science
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https://lifescience.stuns.se/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Todays-achievements-tomorrows-visions-LR.pdf
https://lifescience.stuns.se/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Todays-achievements-tomorrows-visions-LR.pdf
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For ten years, I have worked with what is known 
today as precision medicine. It used to be called 
personalised healthcare, and several different 
terms for the area were used in Sweden, including 
individually adapted care and tailored treatment. 
However, when Barack Obama used the term  
precision medicine in his State of the Union address 
in 2015, it quickly caught on. Eventually, it became 
the accepted term in Sweden as well.

Regardless of what we call it, precision medicine is 
about using a wide range of relevant information to  
inform better decisions. 
So we  should not limit our  
definition any further than 
that. Furthermore, we must 
come to terms with the 
fact that the concept will 
continue to be a moving 
target; some actors will 
always be further ahead in 
their thinking, and others 
will want to coin new terms 
for the same idea.

The most important thing is our purpose – that we 
are doing it to ensure every individual has the best 
possible opportunities to live in health. To achieve 
this, we all need to educate and communicate the 
value of precision medicine so that decision-makers 
understand how to prioritise.

Precision  
medicine

björn arvidsson  
stuns life science

click or scan 
to read the 
report:

https://lifescience.stuns.se/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/STUNS-Prec-Med-LR.pdf
https://lifescience.stuns.se/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/STUNS-Prec-Med-LR.pdf
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Testa Challenge provides the oppor-
tunity to assess ideas and products 
at an early stage of development. 

For us, this meant we could start selling our AI  
product right away.

tiago sampaio, r&d director analysismode,  
participant in testa challenge 2022.

Key benefits for participants include reduced devel-
opment risks and the possibility to verify products for  
the biomanufacturing industry, making it easier to 
attract investment.

We have successfully completed  
our first external investment round, 
largely thanks to data we obtained 

during Testa Challenge.

erik martinsson, ceo arguseye,  
participant in testa challenge 2020 and 2022.  

The demand for biologicis is growing. During the last two years of the 
pandemic, mRNA had significant impact as a vaccine component, and 
antibodies are increasing in use as therapeutics. According to recent  
forecasts, the market for biological components and drugs is expected 
to see an 11.7% increase by 2030.

As the market grows, so does the need for new technology and software  
to streamline production and meet the future needs of the biomanufacturing 
industry. However, there are several barriers to the development, testing and 
verification of these products. The high cost of bioloogical production and 
associated risks are significant factors that hinder the verification of tech-
nologies and software in existing processes. 

To overcome these obstacles, STUNS Life science and Testa Center devel-
oped Testa Challenge – an open innovation initiative that gives compa-
nies the opportunity to test potential products in a fully funded standard 
bioprocess workflow. The aim is to accelerate the industralisation of new 
technologies and software by providing access to resources and expertise. 
Companies need to explore new possibilites and overcome the biomanu-
facturing challenges.  

Testa Challenge allows verification of solutions 
at any stage of the bioproduction workflow such 
as preparation and planning; cell culture; har-
vesting; separation; purification; and product 
analysis. 

The biomanufacturing  
innovation challenge 

click or scan t o 
participate and 
learn more about 
testa challenge. 

anisha khan 
stuns life science

malin wiederholm  
stuns life science

https://www.testachallenge.com/
https://www.testachallenge.com/
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The life science industry has a strong foothold in the Uppsala 
region, due partly to successful collaborations between the 
business community, the two universities and the University  
Hospital. The industry has expanded rapidly in recent years, 
and forecasts indicate that it will continue to do so for the fore- 
seeable future. This places significant demands on the supply of  
skills, and many companies report difficulties meeting their needs. 
For continued sustainable growth in the industry, the region’s 
actors must work together to develop and apply sustainable 
skills supply strategies. These strategies should include:

 ● attracting talent from a larger geographical area than just  
Uppsala and Stockholm (Sweden, Europe and the rest of the  
world). An increased inflow of talent from other parts of the 
world may also provide insights into alternative strategies 
to address current challenges.

 ● increased cooperation with academia in reaching out  
to students while they are still in education. Many students 
pursue career opportunities in other parts of Sweden after 
graduation due to lack of insight into opportunities in the 
region.  

 ● recruiting people with a background in other industries. 
This brings opportunities to identify new solutions to old 
problems. We must revise the idea that life science experience 
is a prerequisite for getting a job in life science.

 ● increased efforts to upskill or reskill existing staff. In addition  
to the apparent benefits of highly skilled staff, employers who  
are prepared to invest in their employees tend to be rewarded  
with a more loyal workforce and lower staff turnover.

Since last year, STUNS has participated in several initiatives to 
strengthen the region’s competitiveness regarding skills. A few 
examples of particular interest are:

 ● In May 2022, the first Uppsala Talent Fair, a digital tech and life  
science jobs fair, was launched. The project resulted from a  
collaboration between Uppsala Municipality, Region Uppsala,  
Uppsala Chamber of Commerce, The Swedish Public 
Employment Service (“Arbetsförmedlingen”) and STUNS Life 
Science, with BASE 10 contracted to carry out the service.  
18 com- panies participated and interacted with over 500 job  
applicants from all over the world. We expect Uppsala Talent 
Fair to become a recurring event.

 ● A review of relevant opportunities for summer jobs, intern-
ships and study visits is underway in consultation with 
academia. The aim is to give students better insights into 
career opportunities in the region and allow companies to 
scout talents before they enter the job market. STUNS plans 
to act as a facilitator in the upcoming dialogue between 
academia and industry.

 ● STUNS recently launched a networking initiative focusing on 
the onboarding process for new employees. Besides providing  
opportunities for sharing tips and tricks on introducing 
new staff, the aim is to compile 
general onboarding guidelines. 
Providing practical tools to help 
new staff members become 
independent in their new roles 
should reduce the threshold for 
hiring people without previous 
life science experience. Selected 
companies have been invited to 
join the project, and all insights 
and results will be shared with 
the rest of the community as the 
project proceeds.

Sustainable  
skills supply

Skills supply  
initiatives

erik allard 
stuns life science

click or scan 
to read the 
report:

https://lifescience.stuns.se/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Hallbar-kompetensforsorjning_EA-1.pdf
https://lifescience.stuns.se/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Hallbar-kompetensforsorjning_EA-1.pdf
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STUNS Life science recently conducted research as 
part of the BRIGHT project, a strategic collaboration 
between four world-class life science clusters to 
further the digitalisation of the life science industry.  
This research has found that three out of four 
companies in Uppsala’s life science sector perceive 
digital transformation to be a key to future success. 
This journey is not an easy one, so STUNS has run a 
follow-up to identify the key lessons learned by digital 
health companies based in the Stockholm  
Capital Region.

CROSS-SECTOR COLLABORATIONS 
Uppsala enjoys proximity between the university 
hospitals, academia and industry. It is therefore easy  
to get multiple perspectives, for example, by testing  
digital innovations in collaboration with an academic  
hospital. Doing this makes it possible to profile digital  
applications as research-backed innovations.

KNOWING THE USER AND THE NEED 
It’s easy for a company to believe its solution is the best, but this is irrelevant  
if there’s no genuine need for this solution. Companies need to increase their  
focus on user experience (UX) and co-creation, and they agree that UX design- 
ers need to understand user needs and co-create with the help of end-users.

Several companies emphasise that they employ UX designers with experience 
of working in hospitals with their target users. They also advocate the benefits 
of running pilots in collaboration with their target audience to develop an 
intuitive user interface.

REGULATIONS: SOMETHING TO BE APPRECIATED! 
It’s no secret that there are quite a few regulatory requirements in HealthTech.  
From GDPR compliance to understanding how to achieve Medical Device 
Regulatory approval, this regulatory burden can make staff feel unfulfilled and  
overwhelmed in their work.

One CTO suggests that managers actively demonstrate their appreciation  
and acknowledgement of employees’ high regulatory workloads. Additionally,  
there should be proper investment in training on regulatory directives so  
that employees benefit from personal development and gain a sense of 
control over meeting these requirements.

Paving the way  
to digital health

tobias abe ahy 
stuns life science
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digitalisation This is about using  
anything digital to seize a new opportu- 
nity. Digitalisation goes beyond the 
simple conversion of analogue to digital, 
encompassing how value is created 
through digital technologies. 

Example: What can we do with the 
information in that digitised patient 
questionnaire? We could automate  
the process of compiling all these  
patient questionnaires and use data 
analytics to assess the health of indi- 
viduals visiting this medical center,  
enabling us to tailor services to the 
needs of their demographic.

digital transformation It’s unrealistic 
to claim that any organisation has fully 
achieved digital transformation, but it is 
the next stage after digitalisation. If digi-
talisation is about making the most of  
digitisation, then digital transformation 
is about making the most of what digi-
talisation has to offer. 

Example: A medical center converts its 
operations from a physical to a digital 
setting. The consultations are digital; 
patients fill in the healthcare question-
naire digitally and are automatically 
assigned to the correct doctor based on 
this information. Decision-support tools 
could be used to provide a summary of 
key concerns for the doctor to focus on 
from an analysis of this questionnaire. 
This example just scratches the surface 
of digital transformation. The key take-
away is the role of digital technologies in 
automating and streamlining business 
activities. 

Digi-what?

digitisation is the conversion of infor-
mation from an analogue to a digital 
format. Examples in the life sciences 
include the computerisation of informa-
tion in paper documents. 

Example: A health questionnaire on 
paper, filled out by a patient at a medical 
center, which is then scanned to the pa-
tient’s electronic journal on computer. 

In recent years, there has been a significant shift in 
the adoption of digital technologies and approach-
es to living, working and creating value. This trend 
has brought in some new terminology. But what  
do these terms really mean? 

13
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It is invaluable for Uppsala to have such a  
vital business community in an important  
value-creating industry such as life science.  
Both research and business are conduct-
ed in an environment with strong global 
competition. We have to be on our toes  
if we want to be the best. We like that! 
We are proud of the university’s research; 
of an industry that contributes to better 
health; and of the collaboration that 
takes place in our community.

Within the radius of just a few kilometres,  
you can find major global production and  
small-scale cutting edge technologies and  
research. Our outstanding collaborative 
culture and innovation support system 
have supported business for 20 years,  
and today we can clearly see the fruit 
they have borne. In the coming years, we  
anticipate that more and more compa-
nies will make their base in Uppsala  
– taking advantage of its unique oppor- 
tunities to take the world by storm. 

Uppsala has a thriving business community with plenty of 
entrepreneurs – 35-40% of which are in life science. The largest 
private employers are in life science, and the industry accounts 
for a significant portion of goods exports. However, the engine 
for future success is the emergence and growth of new compa-
nies that commercialise research at the universities.

Competition and collaboration  
– a recipe for growing business

Trade and industry 

håkan tribell 
senior policy advisor 
stockholm chamber of 
commerce in uppsala

click or scan 
to read the 
report:

https://stockholmshandelskammare.se/sites/default/files/2021-10/SHK_Livsviktigt-for-huvudstaden_Webb_Uppslag-komprimerad.pdf
https://stockholmshandelskammare.se/sites/default/files/2021-10/SHK_Livsviktigt-for-huvudstaden_Webb_Uppslag-komprimerad.pdf
https://stockholmshandelskammare.se/sites/default/files/2021-10/SHK_Livsviktigt-for-huvudstaden_Webb_Uppslag-komprimerad.pdf
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The real issue is the value that Uppsala’s life science sector de- 
livers to the world. Every day, our life science companies bring us  
a little closer to solving the greatest puzzles of our time. How to  
treat cancer and diabetes, or how to make diagnostics even more  
personalised and precise, to give just a few examples. In 2021,  
Uppsala was nominated for “Best export region in Sweden”, 
and the life science sector was a major contributing factor.  
The life-saving innovations developed here benefit people far  
beyond our region’s borders. And with a turnover of SEK 41.7 
billion (2020) and a workforce of 6,300 people, the Uppsala 
region’s life science industry is a fantastic growth driver.

Life-saving innovations are often created at the interface between  
companies, research and the healthcare sector. No single person  
or organisation has the solution. Success demands collaboration 
– and that’s one of Uppsala’s major strengths. We develop some  
ground-breaking solutions, but equally important are the small,  
persistent steps forward that workers, researchers, students, public  
servants and politicians take every day when they go to work and  
collaborate. Let’s keep up this close and cooperative atmosphere.  
Looking to the future, I have particularly high hopes for areas in- 
cluding precision medicine, biopharmaceuticals and 3D printing  
for life science and healthcare. Through continued unity between  
companies, research and healthcare, we will further advance 
Uppsala’s position as an innovation leader in life science.

Uppsala has a long medical industry tradition and has seen 
great successes in both research and commercialisation. Many 
successful companies, including some global players, began as 
startups with their origins in the region’s academic community. 

Life science is Uppsala’s biggest industry, employing around 
6,300 people. The region’s export business – with life science 
companies leading the way – generates a thriving economy and  
strong growth for suppliers and local businesses. In addition, 
there is outstanding collaboration between our top-ranked 
universities and a vibrant business cluster. All of which puts  
Uppsala in a strong position to attract international talent and 
the competencies that companies need to grow.  

As part of the Stockholm Capital Region, with its international 
connections, Uppsala benefits from vibrant social interaction, 
high density and close relationships between sectors. Uppsala’s  
innovation ecosystem has long-term public-sector support and  
fosters a culture of ideas, with the aim of meeting societal chal- 
lenges and capturing opportunities. 

The life science industry and triple helix collaboration are crucial  
for the continued development of Sweden’s fastest growing city  
and county – Uppsala. Welcome home! 

Uppsala – innovation 
leader in life science

Life science drives 
growth in Uppsala 

charlotte skott  
director business and economic 
development, city of uppsala 

erik asplund  
business strategist,  
region uppsala
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what is the purpose of your competence center?  
To bring together experts in the field of drug delivery  
and safeguard continued excellence in this important  
field in Sweden. We aim to keep Sweden at the fore-  
front of drug delivery technologies, formulation and 
dosage form design; it is critical to maintain inno- 
vation and productivity within Sweden’s pharma 
and biotech industries.

why is your work important? Drug delivery is about  
delivering the right amount of a drug to the right loca- 
tion (organ or tissue) at the right time. Many medicines 
are heavily dependent on drug delivery technologies,  
and the discovery pipeline is filled with “difficult to  
deliver” compounds for all disease types. Without 
a drug delivery strategy in place, there will be no 
effective new medicines. It’s as simple as that. 
Sweden must continue to educate young researchers  
in this field; the best way to do this is to ensure they 
are exposed to world-leading academic and industrial  
research platforms. Our partners span the entire chain 
of stake-holders within drug delivery. Geographically, 
we cover Northern Europe, which gives SweDeliver 
access to many more decision- makers and business 
areas than would be the case if we only operated at 
national level. Importantly, this geographical spread 
showcases both Sweden’s strong role in drug delivery 
on an international basis and the competitiveness 
of the research undertaken here.

where will you be in 5 years? We are the leading 
drug delivery center in Europe, with partners on several  
continents. Our center is a stronghold of innovative  
drug delivery research and the go-to research facility  
when difficult drug delivery questions need to be 
answered.

prof. christel bergström 
center director of swedeliver

Uppsala’s centers of competence are vital hubs that 
foster cooperation and co-creation. They are made up  
of universities, research institutes, companies and  
public actors – powered by knowledge from research, 
and with strong networks to drive competitiveness.

Centers of competence

Disruptive  
possibilities
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what is the purpose of your competence center?  
The purpose is to advance Swedish competence in  
additive manufacturing for the life sciences, through  
excellent research in cooperation. Our vision is to be- 
come a global player in education, research and devel- 
opment related to additive manufacturing of materials  
and components for life science applications, thereby  
contributing to enhanced quality of life for patients.  
We created valuable synergies by gathering 26 expert  
partners from academia, industry and healthcare who  
collaborate on research projects and are engaged in  
teaching. Through this work, we make a difference 
for patients, while advancing additive manufacturing  
and bioprinting in Sweden.

why is your work important? Additive manufac- 
turing, which is also known as 3D-printing, is a disrup- 
tive technology with enormous possibilities, many of  
which are still unexplored. We see it as an element of  
sustainable healthcare in the future. Additive manu- 
facturing is resource-efficient and allows for the devel- 
opment of materials with enhanced properties. Our 
competence center focuses on using the technology  
to develop patient-adapted treatments. Its capabilities  
include manufacturing complex structures for patient- 
specific implants, creating new 3D organ models for  
material and drug development, and pioneering safer  
methods for drug dosage.

where will you be in five years? In five years, we will  
be a global player to be reckoned with. We will have  
developed efficient new solutions for improved health- 
care, and we will also have trained many masters and  
PhD students in additive manufacturing for the life 
sciences. This is crucial to securing competence in  
Sweden in this important field. The commercial land- 
scape is continuously changing; in five years, we may  
be working with a different set of partners. We need 
a global perspective in order to remain relevant, and  
we must continue to strengthen our research in areas  
where we already have a leading position, ensuring 
we maintain our pace and competitive edge.

prof. cecilia persson  
center director of am4life

Unified expertise
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slu holding There is a growing 
trend towards pet ownership, 
which has been accelerated by 
the pandemic. People see their 
pets as members of the family 
and spend increasing amounts 
of money on their health and 
wellbeing. This trend creates 
new business opportunities, 
which contribute to the growth 
and development of new 
startups focusing on animals 
(including some of our port- 
folio companies). Technology 
and digitalisation are advancing 
in the agricultural sector, and we 
are seeing many new compa-
nies with this focus. 

connect sverige There is a  
strong trend towards digital- 
isation among the companies  
looking for funding from the  
investor network at Connect.  
We are seeing more and more  
Software as a Service solutions,  
often with the goal of improving  
and streamlining the health- 
care sector. Even companies  
that primarily focus on hard- 
ware are integrating digital so- 
lutions into their offerings. We  
are also on the verge of signifi- 
cant AI and deep-tech inno- 
vations.

almi invest ab  A clear current  
trend is the practical use of se- 
quencing data in areas such as  
precision or personalised med- 
icine, where immuno-oncology 
is an area of particular interest. 
Connected to this is the emer-
gence of new technologies to 
improve the yield of biologicals 
from cell culture – both during 
the actual culture step and 
downstream. In addition, a 
variety of e-health initiatives 
are making healthcare proac-
tive rather than just reactive.

What trends do you see 
among new life science 
companies? 

Public investors

henrik gistvall 
project manager life  
science, connect sverige,  
region uppsala

allan asp 
investment manager  
almi invest ab

urban eriksson 
ceo, slu holding

uu invest ab In our role as  
Uppsala University’s affiliated  
investment company, we en- 
counter a continuous flow of  
exciting new opportunities 
within the life science field. 
We also see a growing number 
of ideas for advanced therapy 
medicinal products (ATMP), 
as well as proposals for digital 
healthtech solutions. The 
trend towards funding bodies 
requesting research applicants 
to address commercialisation 
and the transfer of technology 
and knowledge to society will  
further strengthen the im-
pact of research at Uppsala 
University and the role of 
Uppsala University Invest.

gunilla lundmark 
ceo, uu invest ab

When ideas converts to companies, support is needed.  
The innovation system assists with experts, competence 
and some resources, but an important factor is access 
to capital. Here, the early investors, who are often public,  
are the most important for the growth and development 
of companies.
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what kind of property developer is castellum? As an 
expert in sustainable and attractive workplaces, Castellum 
creates visionary solutions for life science companies. Through 
innovation, competence and close relationships with our tenants, 
we create successful and sustainable workplaces in the Nordic 
growth regions. We work sustainably and across borders.

Castellum is one of the largest listed property companies in 
the Nordic region that develops flexible workplaces and smart  
logistics solutions. As of 31 March 2022, the property value totaled  
approximately SEK 182 billion, including the ownership share 
of the Norwegian company Entra ASA.

what investments will you make in uppsala in the coming 
years? Castellum is now developing Främre Boländerna as an 
international spearhead within the Nordic life science sector. 

We offer a unique establishment area for international and 
Swedish companies within life science and innovation. As an 
expert in sustainable, attractive workplaces, we offer creative 
solutions for companies within this growing industry.

Centrally located properties, such as Uppsala Lighthouse and  
the park environments, will create new, dynamic environments 
for established companies as well as startups on the rise. 

why do you invest in life science? Uppsala is an established 
life science hub and a knowledge center in a highly accessible 
location for national and international logistics.

Castellum is in Uppsala and Främre Boländerna to stay. As a 
major player, we aim to bring new life to life science and be a 
close partner to the city of Uppsala and our tenants. We are 
building an exciting future together in Främre Boländerna. 

theresa söderlund  
leasing manager  
castellum

New life in life science

Uppsala has enormous potential for growth, thanks to a dynamic life science sector, 
strong research universities, a highly educated population, large investments in 
research and development, and the city’s proximity to Stockholm and Arlanda Airport. 
Property developers have a key role in realising the region’s potential – delivering the 
new premises, offices, laboratories and development environments needed by the 
expanding life science industry.

Property developers
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what kind of property developer is akademiska hus? 
Together we are boosting Sweden as a nation of knowledge.

Akademiska Hus, one of Sweden’s largest property companies, 
develops and manages long-term sustainable and attractive  
knowledge environments for education, research and innovation.  
We drive this development together with centers of education, 
customers and partners to create sustainable campuses that 
are an asset to the entire community. 

In Uppsala, Akademiska Hus owns and manages facilities 
totalling approximately 500,000 square metres, with Uppsala 
University (UU) and the Swedish University of Agricultural 
Sciences (SLU) as its largest tenants. 

what investments will you make in uppsala in the coming 
years? We have extensive holdings in strategic locations and  
make investments to transform and develop our facilities so they  
meet the sustainability challenge in a broad sense: socially, fin- 
ancially and environmentally. Here, climate and energy efficiency 
go hand in hand with modern teaching and research environ- 
ments that support new working methods and opportunities  
for people to meet. We promote more efficient use of our property 
portfolio and do not favour new construction as the first choice.  
We want to ensure that existing buildings are the first choice. 

One example is the Green Innovation Park (GIP) on the Ultuna 
Campus – a community for knowledge-intensive companies  
in green industries and related businesses. GIP is run by SLU 
Holding and is a joint initiative by Akademiska Hus and SLU to  
offer a stimulating and value-creating arena for meetings  
between academia, business and the community. 

We are experiencing strong demand from expanding companies, 
including current participators in the field and in the region in  
general. One of several upcoming development projects is Mask- 
rosen in Ultuna – a renovation project that will help to meet 
current needs and create an even more attractive campus. 

Maskrosen is a three-storey 8,000 m² laboratory and office buil- 
ding. The idea is that the building will undergo total renovation 
and be converted into modern facilities for research and develop-
ment, with occupants expected to move in during 2024–2025.

In the long term, the area around the Biomedical Centre, the  
Ångström Laboratory and Blåsenhus will also undergo major  
development.

why do you invest in life science? Cutting-edge research and  
knowledge development take place on our campuses. We want  
our contribution here to create benefits for society through meet- 
ing places, development projects and premises for knowledge- 
intensive companies with connections to academia. Examples 
include the initiatives at GIP and future development projects 
where we, along with several other participators, want to be 
involved and help ensure Uppsala continues to be an attractive  
choice for establishments in sectors such as life science.

christian  jönsson 
property area manager 
akademiska hus

For knowledge-intensive companies 
with connections to academia

Tengbom
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what kind of property developer is  
corem property group? Corem Property  
Group AB is one of the largest commercial 
real estate companies in Sweden, with 
over 3 million square metres distributed  
across 480 properties in 11 cities in Sweden,  
as well as in New York and Copenhagen.  
We develop urban areas in Sweden focus- 
ing on growth regions, including Uppsala. 

We develop facilities for the future and 
firmly believe that collaboration is the key  
to success, which is why we develop the  
areas in close collaboration with custom- 
ers, partners, suppliers, NGOs, academia  
and public organisations such as Uppsala 
Municipality and Region Uppsala. 

At Uppsala Business Park, we own, man- 
age and develop facilities for a creative, 
open, and welcoming urban district with  

the vision to become a global role model  
for communities delivering life-changing  
solutions. Today, we house over 80 busi-
nesses with 3,000 employees – most of 
which are in life science. Our expansion 
plans aim for 15,000 employees and 3 mil- 
lion annual visitors by 2035.

what investments will you make in 
uppsala in the coming years? We are 
building modern laboratory facilities at 
Uppsala Business Park, customised for 
innovative R&D companies, startups and  
more mature and large companies. The  
first facility, Research Hub, is on the market  
and ready for occupation during Q1 2023.  
In the coming years, we will also build an  
industrial district with smart, modern pre- 
mises for pharmaceutical production. In  
parallel, we are continuously developing  
our services, shopping and outdoor areas  

for recreation and meetings. Uppsala 
Business Park is one of the largest urban 
development projects in Sweden.

why do you invest in life science? We  
believe that life science innovation and 
businesses are of great importance for the  
growth of Uppsala and, since we have long  
experience with such tenants, we can 
deliver what they need to grow and accel- 
erate their businesses. Uppsala Business  
Park is currently the largest life science 
business community in Uppsala, and we 
will continue to catalyse its expansion 
over the coming years.

sara brännström  
operational manager  
uppsala business park, 
corem property group

Driving one of the largest urban  
development projects in Sweden
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what kind of property developer is vasakronan? Vasarkonan owns, 
manages and develops centrally located office and retail properties in Stock- 
holm, Gothenburg, Malmö and Uppsala. Our portfolio in Uppsala consists  
of office and retail properties in Uppsala city center, and laboratory/office  
properties in the life science cluster Uppsala Science Park, which is close to  
qualified research and development. A cluster of supporting organisations  
has been established the park, providing services related to business and  
project planning, internationalisation, patents and legal matters, and advice  
and assistance to venture capital.

what investments will you make in uppsala in the coming years? We are  
continuously adapting and developing our property portfolio and will con- 
tinue to invest in office and retail properties in Uppsala city center, as well 
as in offices and laboratories in Uppsala Science Park. We also aim to develop 
further office and laboratory spaces in South City, close to Uppsala Central  
Station, in a project named Lumi.

why do you invest in life science? We have a lot of  
faith in the growing life science segment. Our ambi- 
tions are to strengthen business in general and to 
cre- 
ate opportunities for companies in life science to 
grow and develop. We believe clusters such as 
Uppsala Science Park create unique opportunities 
for this. 

karin boberg  
property manager  
uppsala science park 
vasakronan

We believe clusters create 
unique opportunities
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what kind of property developer is vectura?  
Vectura is a commercial property developer owned  
by Investor. We focus on building new destinations 
for science and health technology. 

what investments will you make in uppsala in  
the coming years? We aim to unite world-leading  
companies within life science, academia and research. 
Vectura is currently at the beginning stage of devel- 
oping 40,000 square metres of work venues and 
laboratories in Främre Boländerna.

We are open to further investment possibilities 
in Uppsala. We see great potential, and given the 
opportunity, we believe we can contribute to the 
municipality with our life science expertise. 

why do you invest in life science?The continuous 
presence of global health risks requires constant  
expansion within life science, which creates further 
demand for new workplaces and laboratories. Vectura 
contributes by developing natural meeting places to  
stimulate collaboration between and within life science  
actors. By meeting the demand for workplaces and 
laboratories, we enable ground-breaking research 
and innovation in the life science Industry.

micael averborg  
head of business  
development, vectura

Collaboration  
between and within  
life science actors
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Number of companies

Revenue

A total of 104 companies

A total of SEK 41.7 billion

Number of employees
A total of 6,343 employees
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Life science in numbers (2020)
The larger the company, the higher the 
revenue and turnover per employee

3 governmental authorities 100+ companies  

3 science parks 6 300+ jobs (2020)

2 universities 41.7 bn revenue (2020) SEK

SEK2 university hospitals 1.2 bn attracted risk capital (2021)
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The life science sector in Uppsala has 
seen significant continued growth over 
a long period, both in terms of turnover 
and employee numbers. In recent years, 
there has been an extensive cumulative 
increase (shown in the graph). 
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Strong biotech tools and supplies sector  
drives the revenue stream

Number of companies

Revenue

A total of 104 companies

A total of SEK 41.7 billion

Number of employees
A total of 6,343 employees
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Continued strong growth
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The private sector is a vital catalyst in driving an economic,  
environmental, and socially sustainable transition in society.  
Diverse teams are proven to contribute to successful business  
and social sustainability,which is why statistics regarding the  
distribution of women and men in the sector is important 
to highlight. 

Our survey shows relatively even gender distribution among  
104 private companies that employ a total of over 6,300 people,  
with 42% women and 58% men. However, the situation is  
different at higher levels. There are 7% fewer women in man- 
agement teams compared to the industry overall. And the 
number continues to drop as you go up the power hierarchy.

 Read more in the report “Equality for growth” presented  
on page 7.

Students have enormous and vital poten- 
tial for our industry. Statistics from disci-
plinary domains of science & technology 
and medicine & pharmacy at Uppsala 
University; and medicine & odontology, 
natural sciences, and technology at the  
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences,  
indicate a much higher proportion  
of women.

Gender  equality decreases   
with decision-making power

We have the potential!
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